
Berta Mazo And Her Friend Bella 

This photo was taken in Kharkov in 1928. It shows me together with my friend Bella.

Parents of my mother lived in Ukraine (in Kharkov). They moved there from Krucha of Vitebsk
region. My maternal grandfather's name was Afroim Merport. My maternal grandmother's name
was Fruma Merport. I do not know where they were born. They both died before the war burst out.
They had got an apartment in Kharkov, but I can't recall it very well, because I visited them in
Kharkov rarely. When I became a student, I went to Zaporozhye for practical training, and on my
way there I visited my maternal grandparents in Kharkov. I remember that grandfather worked:
once he came to our place on business trip. I do not remember his profession exactly, but I know
that he was engaged in something connected with timber-rafting. And my maternal grandmother
did not work, she was a housewife.

Yes, my both grandmothers were housewives: they had got a lot of children and it was necessary
for them to cook meals for everyone! My maternal grandparents were less religious, than parents
of my father. They used to wear up-to-date clothes, but observed kashrut and celebrated all Jewish
holidays. Their neighbors were very good people (not Jews, as far as I remember). Those neighbors
had got a girl, whom we made friends with. Unfortunately I know little about my mother's parents:
she did not tell me much about them.

My mother had got 3 sisters (Rachel Efremovna, Liya Efremovna, and Mera Efremovna) and a
brother Moissey Efremovich. Rachel was my favorite aunt, we were knit together by common
interests. She was killed by Germans in 1941. Liya lived in Sverdlovsk, she had got no children.
Mera and her husband Alexander Nezhevenko lived in Novosibirsk, he worked there at some
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institution as a manager of a household. They had got a son Oleg. Moissey died before the war of
stomach cancer. He had got a daughter Bella (her husband's name was Vladimir Karetnikov). Their
daughter Elena Vladimirovna lives now in St. Petersburg, and their son Yury Vladimirovich, a doctor
lives in the Far East.

During the war from our relatives there were killed my aunt Rachel, my cousins Grigory (he was
lost at the front line) and Israel. When we arrived in Perm, we met there my cousin Bella
Moisseevna with her daughter and son. My maternal grandparents died before the war burst out.
Mera and her husband Alexander Nezhevenko left for Novosibirsk. Liya was in Sverdlovsk. Rachel
and her husband Vladimir lived in Kharkov: her husband hid her from Germans, but someone gave
her up, and Germans killed her. I know nothing about the fate of Vladimir.
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